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4k.Top 5 iPhone Apps of 2012 The iPhone’s meteoric rise and popularity last year earned it the
title as Apples’ best kept secret. There are good and bad apps out there, of course, but these
are, for me at least, the 5 most useful and the 5 least useful. Maybe there are a few apps you
enjoy that aren’t on this list, or perhaps the category descriptions don’t fully encapsulate your

experience. Feel free to leave your thoughts in the comments. 1. Instapaper It’s a crucial app for
the power user of the iPhone. Tapping into the incredible fact that it’s the easiest way to read
your RSS feeds on the go, Instapaper is at once a powerful and efficient read-it-later tool and a
way to make iPhone usage even more efficient by way of its succinct and superior design. I just

wish there were a native browser in iPhone OS that would make Instapaper’s push-n-read
imperative as ideal as it is. 2. Downton Abbey: Season 1 Your Downton series fix on the go is

this app, an unofficial sequel to the film, which lets you dive into the first season of the popular
television series. All 6 episodes are available, and, as you can imagine, they’re quite excellent.

The only downside is that there’s no internet streaming, and the only way to access them is
through Apple’s own iPod app. 3. Say It With Me (Makeup Beauty is a big deal, and there are
about as many iPhone apps to help you find the right products to suit your face as there are

iPhone apps for Instagram. But only a few of those are truly worthy. Say It With Me, for example,
lets you see your current look, compare it against a past one, and try on new makeup before
spending your money. It’s one of the most effective ways I’ve ever seen to make sure you’re

going to spend your money wisely. 4. Scanner Pro Scanner Pro is an app that helps you create a
giant library of visual references, and then scours the web, your photos, and other apps for its

contents. All of this scanning is done right through the app, and the results are stored in a giant
database that you can then search through. Combine that 6d1f23a050
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